
Antaragni Sports 
Quiz



PRELIMS



1.
“Amma, I have failed you, Amma. Three Olympics I have played and I couldn’t 
get a medal back… Amma, forgive me, I have failed”. 
Here is an excerpt from the autobiography of the famous Indian player X. His 
mother, whom he gives all the credit for his success, encouraged all her five 
sons to play hockey despite leading a hand-to-mouth existence. X moved to 
Mumbai in the mid-eighties to join his elder brother Ramesh, who was playing 
for RCF in the Mumbai League. Ramesh had already played for India in 
international matches and his guidance helped X develop as a potent, speedy 
striker. 



2.
A newspaper cut-out. 

“Sports such as football and basketball have sent countless students to college, 
but one institution is taking things in a new direction, allowing applicants to earn 
athletic scholarships from their couches. Robert Morris University in Chicago is 
now offering students the chance to compete for scholarships playing 
_____________ the Chicago Tribune reports.”



3.
The lady shown in the picture became 
an internet sensation a couple of years 
back. Identify and why would she feature 
in a sports quiz?  



4.
Born in Barcelona in 1920, Juan Antonio Samaranch was IOC President the 
last time demonstration sports were held in the Olympics, that is at the 1992 
Barcelona Games. The sports were Basque Pelota (not Jai Alai), Taekwondo 
and X. It was often believed that X was actually inducted on Samaranch’s on 
insistence, who in his childhood had often played this ‘portmanteau’ sport and 
help establish the first Spanish authority to govern this sport. Needless to say 
the Iberian dominance showed with Spain and Portugal both finishing in the top 
four although Argentina would claim bragging rights of being the only Olympic 
gold medal winners in this sport. What ‘portmanteau’ sport ?



5.
In a recent interview, X revealed that she hated all cricketers until she met Y. In 
her own words, “It is a funny feeling now. Our common friends pull my leg for 
my known dislike for cricketers. Frankly, I like him because he is grounded and 
a homely guy, I can't help if he happens to be a cricketer”
X is top ranked player in her sports from India also is a gold medallist at the 
2014 Glasgow Commonwealth Games and won the bronze medal at the Asian 
Games this week. Y represented the Indian Cricket team in 27 Test matches 
and 71 ODIs. Although for a while now, he has not been able to break into the 
national team, his performances in IPL has been quite consistent. 
Identify this sporting couple. 



6.
The Soldier by Rupert Brooke

If I should die, think only this of me: The blank also lends the name to a

That there's some ________________ definitive book on the history of 

That is for ever England. There shall be Indian cricket written by an Indian author. 

In that rich earth a richer dust concealed; What book ?

A dust whom England bore, shaped, made aware,

Gave, once, her flowers to love, her ways to roam,

A body of England's, breathing English air,

Washed by the rivers, blest by suns of home.



7.Identify both.



8.
British sportsperson X would become very well known in India post his record 
appearance at the CWG 2010 in Delhi. He would soon be known to the world 
after the Summer Olympics in London. However X irked the wrath of his twitter 
follower’s after a personal decision he made on 2 Dec 2013. 
Some replies from fans ranged from “You just lost a fan, go to hell!!! faggot.” to 
I opened the second door on my advent calendar and ______ came out. 
Seriously _______ congratulations. So happy for you. — Stephen Fry 
(@stephenfry)

Who and what decision ?



9.
____________ (1932 – October 1, 1981) was an Indian soldier, athlete, and 
baghee (rebel). He served in the Indian Army, where his talent for running was 
discovered. He was a seven-time national steeplechase champion in the 1950s 
and 1960s, and represented India at the 1958 Asian Games. After a premature 
retirement from the army, he returned to his native village. He later gained 
notoriety as a Chambal Valley dacoit when he resorted to banditry after a land 
feud there. In 1981, he was killed by the Indian law enforcement authorities.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sportsperson
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dacoit


10.
_________'s baseball team was originally known as the Colt .45's, but team 
president Judge Roy Hofheinz made a change "in keeping with the times"� in 
1965. Citing _________'s status as "the space age capital of the world,"� 
Hofheinz settled on _________. "With our new domed stadium, we think it will 
also make __________ the sports capital of the world,"� Hofheinz said. The 
change was likely also motivated by pressure from the Colt Firearms Company, 
which objected to the use of the Colt .45 nickname.

What MLB team ?



11.

Who’s singing ?
(Audio) (Disconnect Projector)



12.
On September 27, 1920 a leading magazine in the sports wrote a letter to the 
governing body of the sports in USA with a suggestion that a team of 12 to 20 
American professionals be chosen to play in a leading tournament in England
(till then no American had won it), to be financed by popular subscription.A 
team of 12 would be chosen, who would sail in time to play a warm-up 
tournament at Gleneagles two weeks prior to the actual tournament. 
The idea for a 12-a-side International Match was then conceived in May 1921. 
In 1926, a wealthy businessman and a sports enthusiast decided to sponsor it 
leading to the set up of a biennial tournament. 
Origin of which tournament?



13. 
He was the only player in the 2010 World Cup final team not from Real Madrid 
or FC Barcelona. In 2012 he agreed on a return to his first professional club, 
Espanyol. However, he was released in the summers of 2014 after only ten 
overall appearances in the second season. 
He also has 10 appearances for the Catalonia national team. Who??



14.
On 13th September 2014, FC Barcelona hosted 
Athletic Bilbao in a home game at the Nou Camp. 
Despite hosting the game, Barcelona chose to 
wear their third kit, the senyera kit for this home 
game, a decision for which they had contacted the 
La Liga regulatory authority way back in June 
2014.

Why did this happen ?



15.
Turning a mugging into a money making scheme, only X could have done it.
Attacked by 4 men outside his London office, this sportsman turned sports 
bureaucrat was robbed of his 200,000 $ Hublot timepiece and left with a 
disfigured face. But even before having his 4 stitches removed he contacted 
Hublot, who incidentally is the official timekeeper for the sport he governs and 
created an ad titled “See What People Will Do For A Hublot.” with X’s disfigured 
face on it.
X would even return to work 48 hours after the incident.

Who ? (Picture Added)



16.Put Funda



1.
“Amma, I have failed you, Amma. Three Olympics I have played and I couldn’t 
get a medal back… Amma, forgive me, I have failed”. 
Here is an excerpt from the autobiography of the famous Indian player X. His 
mother, whom he gives all the credit for his success, encouraged all her five 
sons to play hockey despite leading a hand-to-mouth existence. X moved to 
Mumbai in the mid-eighties to join his elder brother Ramesh, who was playing 
for RCF in the Mumbai League. Ramesh had already played for India in 
international matches and his guidance helped X develop as a potent, speedy 
striker. 



Answer

Dhanraj Pillay



2.
A newspaper cut-out. 

“Sports such as football and basketball have sent countless students to college, 
but one institution is taking things in a new direction, allowing applicants to earn 
athletic scholarships from their couches. Robert Morris University in Chicago is 
now offering students the chance to compete for scholarships playing 
_____________ the Chicago Tribune reports.”



Answer
League of Legends.



3.
The lady shown in the picture became 
an internet sensation a couple of years 
back. Identify and why would she feature 
in a sports quiz?  



Answer
Madhura Nagendra, the mysterious 
Indian girl at the 2012 Olympics 
opening ceremony



4.
Born in Barcelona in 1920, Juan Antonio Samaranch was IOC President the 
last time demonstration sports were held in the Olympics, that is at the 1992 
Barcelona Games. The sports were Basque Pelota (not Jai Alai), Taekwondo 
and X. It was often believed that X was actually inducted on Samaranch’s on 
insistence, who in his childhood had often played this ‘portmanteau’ sport and 
help establish the first Spanish authority to govern this sport. Needless to say 
the Iberian dominance showed with Spain and Portugal both finishing in the top 
four although Argentina would claim bragging rights of being the only Olympic 
gold medal winners in this sport. What ‘portmanteau’ sport ?



Answer
Roller Hockey.



5.
In a recent interview, X revealed that she hated all cricketers until she met Y. In 
her own words, “It is a funny feeling now. Our common friends pull my leg for 
my known dislike for cricketers. Frankly, I like him because he is grounded and 
a homely guy, I can't help if he happens to be a cricketer”
X is top ranked player in her sports from India also is a gold medallist at the 
2014 Glasgow Commonwealth Games and won the bronze medal at the Asian 
Games this week. Y represented the Indian Cricket team in 27 Test matches 
and 71 ODIs. Although for a while now, he has not been able to break into the 
national team, his performances in IPL has been quite consistent. 
Identify this sporting couple. 



Answer
Dinesh Karthik and Dipika Pallikal



6.
The Soldier by Rupert Brooke

If I should die, think only this of me: The blank also lends the name to a

That there's some ________________ definitive book on the history of 

That is for ever England. There shall be Indian cricket written by an Indian author. 

In that rich earth a richer dust concealed; What book ?

A dust whom England bore, shaped, made aware,

Gave, once, her flowers to love, her ways to roam,

A body of England's, breathing English air,

Washed by the rivers, blest by suns of home.



Answer
Corner of A Foreign Field by Ramachandra Guha.



7.Identify both.



Answer
Carl Lewis and Nadia Comaneci.



8.
British sportsperson X would become very well known in India post his record 
appearance at the CWG 2010 in Delhi. He would soon be known to the world 
after the Summer Olympics in London. However X irked the wrath of his twitter 
follower’s after a personal decision he made on 2 Dec 2013. 
Some replies from fans ranged from “You just lost a fan, go to hell!!! faggot.” to 
I opened the second door on my advent calendar and ______ came out. 
Seriously _______ congratulations. So happy for you. — Stephen Fry 
(@stephenfry)

Who and what decision ?



Answer
Tom Daley coming out as gay.



9.
____________ (1932 – October 1, 1981) was an Indian soldier, athlete, and 
baghee (rebel). He served in the Indian Army, where his talent for running was 
discovered. He was a seven-time national steeplechase champion in the 1950s 
and 1960s, and represented India at the 1958 Asian Games. After a premature 
retirement from the army, he returned to his native village. He later gained 
notoriety as a Chambal Valley dacoit when he resorted to banditry after a land 
feud there. In 1981, he was killed by the Indian law enforcement authorities.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sportsperson
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dacoit


Answer
Paan Singh Tomar.



10.
_________'s baseball team was originally known as the Colt .45's, but team 
president Judge Roy Hofheinz made a change "in keeping with the times"� in 
1965. Citing _________'s status as "the space age capital of the world,"� 
Hofheinz settled on _________. "With our new domed stadium, we think it will 
also make __________ the sports capital of the world,"� Hofheinz said. The 
change was likely also motivated by pressure from the Colt Firearms Company, 
which objected to the use of the Colt .45 nickname.

What MLB team ?



Answer
Houston Astro’s.



11.

Who’s singing ?
(Audio) (Disconnect Projector)



Mike Tyson from Hangover 2.



12.
On September 27, 1920 a leading magazine in the sports wrote a letter to the 
governing body of the sports in USA with a suggestion that a team of 12 to 20 
American professionals be chosen to play in a leading tournament in England
(till then no American had won it), to be financed by popular subscription.A 
team of 12 would be chosen, who would sail in time to play a warm-up 
tournament at Gleneagles two weeks prior to the actual tournament. 
The idea for a 12-a-side International Match was then conceived in May 1921. 
In 1926, a wealthy businessman and a sports enthusiast decided to sponsor it 
leading to the set up of a biennial tournament. 
Origin of which tournament?



Answer

Ryder Cup



13. 
He was the only player in the 2010 World Cup final team not from Real Madrid 
or FC Barcelona. In 2012 he agreed on a return to his first professional club, 
Espanyol. However, he was released in the summers of 2014 after only ten 
overall appearances in the second season. 
He also has 10 appearances for the Catalonia national team. Who??



Answer
Joan Capdevila



14.
On 13th September 2014, FC Barcelona hosted 
Athletic Bilbao in a home game at the Nou Camp. 
Despite hosting the game, Barcelona chose to 
wear their third kit, the senyera kit for this home 
game, a decision for which they had contacted the 
La Liga regulatory authority way back in June 
2014.

Why did this happen ?



Answer
11th September - National Day of Catalonia.
(unofficial)
13th September - 300th Anniversary of Barcelona’s fall to Prince Philip’s siege.
(official)
Either will suffice.



15.
Turning a mugging into a money making scheme, only X could have done it.
Attacked by 4 men outside his London office, this sportsman turned sports 
bureaucrat was robbed of his 200,000 $ Hublot timepiece and left with a 
disfigured face. But even before having his 4 stitches removed he contacted 
Hublot, who incidentally is the official timekeeper for the sport he governs and 
created an ad titled “See What People Will Do For A Hublot.” with X’s disfigured 
face on it.
X would even return to work 48 hours after the incident.

Who ? (Picture Added)



Answer
Bernie Ecclestone



16.Put Funda



Answer
Lord’s Jinx



FINALS



I
In August 2010, in the Farmer’s Classic held at UCLA, Eric Butorac and Jean-
Julien Rojer of the Netherland Antilles became a part of a of an achievement 
that eclipsed the earlier record of 61 set by a pair of Aussie blokes. 
In the words of one of the victorious pair, "Sixty-one was Mt. Everest when we 
started out."
Who and what achievement ?



Answer
The Bryans broke the Woodies long standing record.



II
Grenouille: "I cannot go with you to the market today, Crapaud."
Crapaud: "But Grenouille, I cannot carry the cow alone."
Grenouille: "You know, Crapaud, that I am to be _____ this morning. Who will 
stop the ______ if I do not?"
— Extract from Hélas, Je me suis transfiguré les Pieds by Malecrit.
Fill in the blanks for me.



Answer
Keeper, Quaffle.



III
Coming fresh from her 4 Gold medal haul at the 1948 London Games, X was 
hailed as a Dutch Hero. Coached by the legendary Maureen Gardner who 
would later on equal one of X’s records, X was Knighted by Queen Julienne of 
Netherlands. Surprisingly from the city of Amsterdam, X received a new bicycle: 
"to go through life at a slower pace" and "so she need not run so much".



Answer
Fanny Blankers-Koen.



IV
The 2008 Olympics women’s 100m sprint medal winners were unique in two 
ways. First, all the medalists were from the same country. Give me the second. 
The second phenomenon happened under a very different circumstance in the 
Sydney Olympics in 2000. 



Answer
Two silver and no Bronze medals were awarded. Even after photofinish 
medalists could not be separated. 
In 2000 Olympics, Marion Jones was stripped of the gold medal following 
doping case. But IOC decided against upgrading the silver medalist, Ekaterini 
Thanou’s medal to a gold as she was also named in a doping case. Hence, two 
silver and no gold medals were awarded. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ekaterini_Thanou
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ekaterini_Thanou


V
Born to Italian parents in the US, ______’s academy of tennis is seen by many 
as the best. _______ has produced players in the past such as Andre Agassi, 
Jim Courier, Monica Seles, the Williams sisters, etc. Although the exorbitant 
academy is now owned by IMG but ____ still serves as head.
Who and what academy ?



Answer
Nick Bollettieri.



VI
Exhaustive list:
● Joe DiMaggio
● Sugar Ray Robinson
● Rocky Marciano
● Roy Campanella
● Brooklyn Dodgers
● Mickey Mantle
● Brooklyn Dodgers->LA Dodgers;New York Giants-> San Francisco Giants
● Sonny Liston beats Floyd Patterson



Answer
Sports references in Billy Joel’s ‘We didn’t Start the  Fire’



VII
A member of the Waseda University’s running club in Japan, Yoshinori Sakai 
had no prior connection to the Olympics, yet in a sentimental decision, Sakai 
was chosen to light the Olympic Flame for the 1964 Tokyo Games. Although he 
never took part in the games, he did win a gold in the 1600m relay and a silver 
in the 400m at the Bangkok Asian Games. In 2010 he died of a cerebral 
bleeding incident. For what specific reason was Sakai chosen to light the 
Olympic Flame ?



Answer
Sakai was born on 6 August 1945 and was chosen to symbolize Japan’s 
reconstruction post WWII.



VIII
According to this franchises website, owner Richard Klein was brainstorming for 
a new name for his franchisee. He seemed confused between Matador and 
Toreador for his teams name. Yet when his son exclaimed what a terrible 
choice these names would make, serendipitously Klein found the name for his 
team.

What franchisee ?



Answer

His son exclaimed “Dad, that’s a load of bull.”
Ergo Chicago Bulls.



IX
This iconic image was captured after an American fad reached British shores 
and prompted merchant seamen Michael Angelow to promptly cause hysteria 
in the second test of the 1975 England- Australia Series at Lord’s. 
The British newspapers gave page one coverage to Angelow and remarked 
that Angelow’s antic had been the ‘finest shot at Lord’s yesterday’.Australia 
however batted on and won the series 1-0.
In a recent tribute the Irish band The Duckworth-Lewis Method to choose the 
image for their album ‘Sticky WIckets’.

Put Funda/Fundaez.



Answer

The first streaker in the
history of English cricket.



X.Connect



Answer
Football clubs that originated as Cricket Clubs.



XI.
Unlike other WAGs, Y isn’t really into the whole modelling scene. Y’s website 
actually describes as an animal painter who deals in ‘brushes and paws’. 
Although hitherto unknown to the world, Y came into spotlight after entering a 
relationship with Brit X.

A recent shock exit of X saw many tabloids blame Y as a distraction to X’s 
fledgling career. 
Spot the WAG.



Answer

Kim Sears.



XII.
The origin of the nickname Z bequeathed unto football club U has a surprising 
story. The nickname comes from the name given to the war veterans who live 
at the Royal Hospital located in the suburb of the city this club is based in. 
These retired personnel were called the U Z’s.
The football club still sees many of these veterans attend games and the club 
crest even featured one of these veterans before they changed it in 1950.
In 2005 after winning the local league the team would perform a guard of 
honour for the veterans and dedicated a red trim to them, on the collar of their 
shirt in the 2010-11 season.

The name and the nickname please.



The Chelsea Pensioners.



List it-1
List all the tennis player(men’s and women’s) who achieved a career Grand 
Slam in singles in the Open era(1968 and beyond)



Answer
● Andre Agassi
● Rafael Nadal
● Roger Federer
● Chris Evert
● Martina Navratilova
● Steffi Graf
● Serena Williams
● Maria Sharapova



ACROSTIC



UDGHOSH
A legend in the sport she played, she won many 
championships in her sport in the 1930’s to the 
1950’s.
She would later be inducted as an inaugural 
member in the Hall of Fame of this sport. Who ?  



Answer

Betty Uber.



UDGHOSH
The following scoring criteria is used in which sport ?

● if a hand-stand is required, the length of time and quality of the hold.

● the height at the apex of the movement.

● the distance of the participant from the apparatus throughout the motion (a participant must 

not be dangerously close, should not be too far away).

● the properly defined body position according to the motion being performed.

● he proper amounts of rotation and revolution upon completion of the motion and entry.



Answer
Diving.



UDGHOSH
Matt Buckner (Elijah Wood), a journalism major, is expelled from Harvard due 
to possession of cocaine that belonged to his roommate Jeremy van Holden 
who offers him 10,000 $ not to speak up. Matt visits his sister in London and 
inadvertently sets off with her sister’s brother in law, Pete to watch a Hammers 
game. Pete (Charlie Hunnam) is initially reluctant to take a yank to a football 
game but after a remarkable turn of events inducts him into his West Ham firm 
and become fast friends.
This is the plotline of ______, directed by Lexi Alexander. 
Recently West Ham signing Enner Valencia remarked that everything he knew 
about West Ham was from  _______. 
What movie ?  



Answer



UDGHOSH
The history of this game supposed to have been originally played by young 
Romans dates back to the 1600s. It’s first mention was in the Book of Games 
compiled by Francis Willughby who noted it with a different name and remarked 
“play with a piece of tile……., play upon any area divided into oblong figures 
like boards”. Later it was also mentioned in the 1707 edition of Poor Robin’s 
Almanack as, "Lawyers and Physicians have little to do this month, so they may 
(if they will) play at _______.”. In Cuba and Puerto Rico these ‘oblong areas’ 
are said to resemble the 9 rings a stranger has to pass to enter Heaven from 
Purgatory as in the Divine Comedy of Dante. Known by different names too, 
Escargot in France, Peevers in Scotland, and others. What game ?



Answer
Hopscotch.



UDGHOSH
This book has been ghost-written by
Pablo F. Fenjves, meaning that it has been 
officially credited as someone else’s writing
despite being penned down by Fenjves.

Who is the officially credited author ?



Answer

O.J.Simpson



UDGHOSH
Kate, Kate’s Dirty Little Sister, Luscious Liz, Hungry Heidi, Suzie. What ?



Answer
Seb Vettel’s car names.



Tweets and Instagrams Round





Joey Barton.



2.

Who after Murlikant Petkar ?



Girisha H. Nagarajegowda.



3.



Answer

Amol Mazumdar.



4.
Identify the athlete and the context please.
Instagram on the next slide.





Caroline Wozniacki burns Rory McIlroy post 
break-up.



5.



Answer
Samir Nasri’s girlfriend on his exclusion from the French World Cup Team.



Unending Streaks and Records



1.

1311 minutes
15 November 2008-21 February 2009



Answer
Longest run without conceding a goal.
Manchester United/Van der Saar



2.

5
❖ Bob Holland-15 Aug 1985 to 30 

Nov 1985
❖ Mohammad Asif -  21 Jan 2006 

to 11 Jan 2007
❖ Ajit Agarkar - 10 Dec 1999 to 24 

Feb 2000

4
❖ Gus Logie-2 Dec 1985-4 Nov 

1986
❖ Pramodya Wickramasinghe-7 

April 1996-19 April 1998
❖ Henry Olonga- 15 December 

1999-18 February 2000
❖ Craig White-27 October 2000-

25 March 2001



Answer
Most ducks in Test matches and ODIs



3.

47*
Boxing
(11th October 1996-till date)



Answer
Floyd Mayweather’s unbeaten streak



4.

470
6 February 2003 – 8 September 2012
Over the course of her career X won 700 matches and lost just 25. X won 148 
singles titles including 21 Grand Slam titles. X spent 668 weeks as the World 
Number One, first claiming the position on 6 April 1999, regaining it on the 2 
October 2000, and relinquishing it on 21 January 2013.



Answer
Esther Vergeer - wheelchair tennis



5.
Sergei was born in Donetsk in 1987 to a famous athlete father. He would later 
choose tennis as his profession and would be a part of his country’s Davis Cup 
team. His coach, Tibor Toth is also the coach of Sergiy Stakhovsky (the guy 
who beat Federer at Wimbledon).
His career high was beating 5th seed Ivan Ljubicic at Dubai Open in 2011.
He also hit a 157 MPH serve during qualifying for the 2011 US Open, which 
would have been the record had the serve not hit a ball girl directly.
However his achievements pale in comparison to his much famous father.
Who is Sergei’s father ?



Answer

Sergey Bubka.



6.
Progression of a particular World 
Record(Better picture in the next slide)





Answer

Long Jump



Theme based round



1.Whose logo?



Answer

Delhi Dynamos



2.Identify the ‘Golf course’



Answer

Burj al-Arab, Dubai



3. Id the F1 circuit



Answer

Marina Bay Street Circuit, Singapore



4.
Given in the next slide is the picture of the _____ Mall (though not important), 
the first major shopping mall in the country. It named in honour of the famous 
sportstar X who participated in the famous event Y that happened in the 
country a year before the launch of the mall. It is located right beside the 
Araneta Coliseum in which Y took place 
The fight Y was the third in a series of fights between X and Z, who had by that 
time become the fiercest rival of X. This was sponsored by the dictator of the 
country in order to divert attention from the social turmoil that the country was 
experiencing, having declared martial law three years earlier. 





Answer

X-Muhammad Ali
Y-Thrilla in Manilla
Z-Joe Frazier



Theme Answer

International Premier Tennis League



 



Ronald Koeman. The Southampton manager.




